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Where we come to celebrate creativity through needle, thread, fabric and
embellishments. It’s amazing what happens when these items join forces
with our individually creative minds.
This year’s show features new classes. There are over 80 being taught by
the industries top instructors. Get deep into that area of quilting/sewing/
crafting that interests you the most. Or sit in at one of our free stage shows
for quick tips. These are presented throughout the day on the vendor floor.
And speaking of our vendors, you’ll be happy to see your favorites here
along with some new faces. New products, lots of fabric and notions galore,
not to forget machines, are waiting to go home with you! If we missed a
product or interest, please ask at the front desk.
Also exciting are our quilt displays for 2019. I’m especially excited about
“Inspired by the National Parks” as I’ve had the opportunity to visit quite a
few of them this past year. View the tribute to Prince by Cherrywood Fabrics
and OURstory: Human Rights Stories in Fabric. Also, along for 2019 are collections by Gina Perkes-Tidwell, Judi Madsen and Lauretta Crites who are just
a few of our instructors for this year. The local chapter of Studio Art Quilt
Association has also brought their recent works to share.

So, come on in, enjoy the show and thanks for coming!
Connie Webb,
Owner, Tangled Webb Promotions
SHOW HOURS:
Thursday & Friday
10 AM—5 PM
Saturday 10 AM—4 PM
ADMISSION:
1-Day Admission $10
(with coupon $9)
2-Day Admission $15
3-Day Admission $24
Children Free 12 and under
_________________________

The NEW Show location will be on the Main
Floor (casino level) next to the Bowling Alley
Be sure to mark your 2020 calendar
and join us for another fun filled
and educational experience

Free Package & Sewing Machine
Storage Temporary & Overnight
storage. Located at the registration desk in the show lobby.
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PFAFF™ Passport 3.0
Perfect for Small Spaces & Going Places
Imagine a sewing machine compact enough to whisk
away to a sewing class, or fit in your bookshelf.
Now, imagine this same machine is chock-full of
features designed to meet the high demands of the
PFAFF® sewer.
The PFAFF® passport™ 3.0 is specially designed for
small spaces, as well as going places such as to
classes, retreats or any sewing journey. It is your
license to venture out in the world and discover new
ways & new places to sew! No limits...Just freedom.
Retail Value $799.00

Grand Prize Drawing

Ergonomic Sewing Set:
Tilt'able and SureFoot System
The Ergonomic Sewing Set features:
 Tilt Sewing Machine for
Pain-free sewing.
 Allows sewing without
bending over.
 Perfect for sewers who
wear bi/tri-focal glasses.
 Includes SureFoot system to keep pedal in place.
Retail Value $119.98
Sponsored by

INNOVATECH™
12 Piece Quilting Thread
Starter Kit
Retail Value $150.00

Grand Prize

Bundle of Books by
Retail Value $153.70

INNOVATECH™ Quilting Thread is an exclusively
developed thread engineered specifically for longarm
quilting. It is a 40-weight poly wrapped poly (27tex),
and its sleek design and beautiful finish allow for maximum efficiency while providing superior visual appeal.
INNOVATECH™ is available in 60 of the most popular
color choices and can be purchased in 3000 or 6000yard cones.
Sponsored by Sew So Shop
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Special Guest TV Celebrities & Award Winning Educators…
Meet with and learn from the very best designers, authors & educators in the industry today!

General Information - Workshops & Lecture/Demos
Purchase class tickets: at the registration desk located in the show lobby.
Classes will be held: 8 AM through 10 PM Thursday & Friday, and 10 AM through 3:30 PM Saturday.
Doors open for classes ONLY: 7:00 am for 8:00 am classes.
For all hands-on domestic sewing/quilting classes: you are required to bring your own sewing machine in
good working order. Including your pedal, cord and manual.
Package and Sewing machine storage: For your convenience, we have available, free of charge temporary
and overnight storage located at the registration desk in the show lobby.
Complete class descriptions & supply list:
Cancellation/Exchange Policy: Absolutely NO REFUNDS will be made for admission or workshops tickets.
(NO exceptions). However, a Lecture/Demo ticket (not Workshops) can be exchanged if your class is not sold out
and has not occurred. Lost or forgotten tickets cannot be replaced or refunded. If you are unable to attend,
please give your tickets as a gift to a friend.
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Class Schedule - JUNE 20, 21, 22, 2019
____ 300TH $10 There is a Better Way!—Spurlock

____ 400F $10 Is There Money in Your Till?—Spurlock

____ 500S $10 A is for "Appliqué; "E" is for Everyone
("E" is also for "Easy")—Spurlock

____ 301TH $45 Quiltside Tools—Perkes

____ 401F $45 Spyro Quilting—D. Farrell
____ 402F $30 Let's Talk Basics—Birch

____ 501S $45 Secondary Designs with Judi Madsen

____ 302TH $45 Configuration Wallhanging—Birch

____ 403F $85 Free Motion Fantabulous Fillers-Sold Out
____ 405F $55 Peekskill Peepers—Hahn
____ 406F $70 Rulers on Domestic Machine-Sold Out
____ 407F $10 Sew with the Correct Feet!—McGehee

____ 502S $60 Creative Longarm Appliqué and Background Fills—Birch
____ 503S $35 CHIC N' EASY—Martin
____ 504S $40 Purplessence—Hahn
____ 505S $55 Fundamentals of Free Motion Quilting—
Perkes

____ 408F $45 Radical Rulers—D. Farrell

____ 506S $40 Hand Piecing—Fondi

____ 307TH $10 Warning! Addiction is Possible!!!
Paper Piecing for Everyone!—Spurlock

____ 409F $10 Projects to Finish Under 1 Hr!-

____ 507S $10 There is a Better Way!—Spurlock

____ 308TH $45 Glorious Grids with Fillers—Perkes

____ 410F $45

____ 508S $45 Tripped out Triple Borders—Madsen

____ 310TH $45 Quilting with Shapes—Madsen
____ 311TH $35 Feathers Galore—Birch

____ 411F $85

____ 303TH $85 Fantabulous Feathers—Madsen
____ 304TH $45 TIC TAC OH!—Martin
____ 305TH $55 Mystery Slot—McGehee
- 6 hour All day class
____ 306TH $80 Wicked Wahini—Hahn

____ 312TH $75 Edge to Edge Quilting—D. Farrell
____ 313TH $55 The Voyager Bag—McGehee
____ 314TH $45 Wide Open Borders—Madsen
____ 315TH $55 Landscape Concepts 101—Watts

____ 412F $60 Metro Rings—Robinson
____ 413F $55 Sea Salt—Hahn

Sold
Out

____ 414F $40 Fun with Straight Lines—Birch
____ 415F $10
____ 416F $45 Smashing Sashings—Madsen

____ 316TH $60 In the Grid—Birch
____ 317TH $45 Sashiko—Javier
____ 318TH $40 So Many Panels & Quilts—Savage

____ 417F $60 Panel Play—Birch
____ 418F $45 Fun Fab. Fabric Ornaments—Myers
____ 419F $45 Fab. Holley& Berry Wreath—Crites

____ 319TH $55 Junkanoo Jems—Hahn

____ 420F $55 Panel Appliqué—Watts
____ 422F $55 Friday Night Mystery—Sold Out

____ 320TH $40 From "Problem Quilts" to "Not a
Problem Quilt"—Pedigo
____________________________________________

____ 423F $45 Beauteous Blocks & Borders—Perkes

____ 509S $60 Fun Frilly Fancy Feathers—D. Farrell
____ 510S $40 She Can Dance—Hahn
____ 512S $45 Modern Designs—Perkes
_____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE NOTE:
1) The complete class descriptions and supply
list can be viewed in one of the Class Listing
Manuals at the show registration desk located
in the lobby of the show.
2) Kit Fees and Handout Fees are NOT
included in the Class Fee. The Kit/Handout
Fee amounts are paid directly to the teacher
in the classroom at the beginning of the
class.
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Viewers Choice Awards—Vote for Your Favorite
2nd Annual
Trash to Treasures Challenge
We invite all patrons to take the time to vote for their
favorite entrant. Winners will be announced Saturday,
June 22nd at 2:00 pm and the prizes awarded.
Entrants began with a “Trash
Scrap Bag” from Fabric-Chicks,
Gardenville, NV. They were
asked to take a photo of their “Trash Scrap Bag” contents before
beginning their challenge. The photo would be submitted along
with their final project.
 Pick up your Ballot at Fabric-Chicks Booth # E

Complete venue descriptions
can be found at the stage
Special Guest
elinor piece bailey,
doll maker extraordinaire!

Join elinor on a creative journey
through the doll making and creative
process. She will share her samples
and explanations of how the creative
process took place. This is an interactive conversation on what, why and
how she is inspired to create one of a
kind art pieces that have personal
meaning in her life. Thu. June 20 at
11:30 am & Sat., June 22 at 1:30 pm.
THURSDAY SCHEDULE
10:30 am - Timeless Treasures
Pam Clarke
Designs with Lines
11:30 am - Old Woman at Play
elinor peace bailey
elinor peace bailey Dolls

Thursday Stage presentations continue

Friday Stage presentations continue

12:30 pm - Great Gifts to Give!
Linda Winner
Martelli Enterprises

12:30 pm - Playtime, Color Your
Quilts—Lauretta Crites
A Couple of Old Broads

1:30 pm - Ten Degree Ruler on
Steroids—Connie Spurlock
Sew Wonderful Dreams

1:30 pm - Make that Bag Your Own!
Gee Caulder
Notions You Need

2:30 pm - Care & Maintenance
of your Longarm Quilting
Systems—Keith Gaines
Sew-N-Tech, Representing
Eclipse Quilting

2:30 pm - Not Your Average Cozy™
Linda Winner
Martelli Enterprises

3:30 pm - Working with Delicate
Threads Doesn’t Need to be
Painful—David Caulder
Notions You Need
FRIDAY SCHEDULE
10:30 am - Timeless Treasures
Pam Clarke
Designs with Lines
11:30 am - Ten Degree Ruler on
Steroids
Connie Spurlock
Sew Wonderful Dreams

SATURDAY SCHEDULE
10:30 am - Great Gifts to Give!
Linda Winner
Martelli Enterprises
11:30 am - Timeless Treasures
Pam Clarke
Designs with Lines
12:30 pm
Connie Spurlock
Sew Wonderful Dreams
1:30 pm - Old Woman at Play
elinor peace bailey
elinor peace bailey Dolls
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PRINCE - Cherrywood Challenge
Prince Rogers Nelson was born in Minneapolis, MN in 1958.
A son of a pianist and a jazz singer, he wrote his first song when
he was just seven years old. Prince was a musical innovator who
was known for his eclectic work, flamboyant stage presence, extravagant dress & makeup, and wide vocal range.
He was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2004.
He has sold over 100 million records worldwide, making him one of the best-selling
music artists of all time. His iconic film “Purple Rain” was filmed in Minneapolis, home
of the legendary First Avenue nightclub. Even though Prince could have lived anywhere
in the world, he still called Minnesota home up until his untimely passing. Paisley Park,
Prince’s studio, home and now museum, is just 200 miles from the Cherrywood Studio,
making this an obvious choice for our fourth contest.
To honor Prince's philanthropic history, a portion of the proceeds will be donated to
The Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation, The Crossing Arts Alliance, and other charities.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
National Parks Flora Quilts,
National Parks Fauna Quilts
This special exhibit displays a collection of quilts that were created to celebrate
the 2016 Centennial Anniversary of the National Park Service. Their quilts are
shown for each of the 59 U.S. National Parks. The quilts feature the landscapes, flora and fauna, from Acadia in Maine to American Samoa, and many
points in-between.
Enjoy the wide range of depictions and interpretations from a broad variety of fiber
artists. Some of these artists are members of Quilters Unlimited; other artists reside
in other states and countries. Some are internationally-known, others are novice
quilters. All of the artists who participated in the project enthusiastically share a
passion for America’s Best Idea: the National Parks.
CREDITS: The sample images show the art quilts created to honor Rocky Mountain National Park:
Barbara Hollinger’s landscape, Nancy Evans’s aspen, and Catherine Kane’s mountain lion are featured.
The quilts in this collection offer a wide range of styles, techniques, interpretations, artistry and materials.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In Our Own Words
This collaborative project is a celebration of women; of the amazing individual
qualities that make us who we are, as well as our strength when we come together as a community. In total 196 hand-stitched blocks were collected from
women in 31 states and 8 countries celebrating words that best describe them as
a woman. The words were then assembled into a quilt where each word was
given equal significance. Each word was placed in its own circle, a nod to femininity and the cycles of nature; all of the fabrics used in the quilt are wovens to represent our soft but unwavering strength; and the
courthouse steps design, with the fire at the hearth center, is an homage to quilters past and present.
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Yellow Line

Presented by Quilts on the Wall Fiber Artists
The goal of the challenge was to line up the finished pieces so that
the entry and exit points of the yellow textile create a pattern/line
between all of the pieces as they hang on a wall in the exhibit.
Think of this as a yellow fabric ribbon running between the art pieces as a uniting factor. At the
right and left edges is a strip of yellow fabric/textile measuring 1-1/2-inch-wide that enters and
exits the art piece. Between the borders, the yellow fabric/ textile deviate from the 1-1/2 inches
width. The entry and exit points of the yellow line textile may be located anywhere on the piece.
There is no theme other than yellow textile running between the pieces.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
OURstory: Human Rights Stories in Fabric
Curated by Susanne Miller Jones
In 1948, the United Nations adopted the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, which delineated the rights to which all humans in all countries
should be entitled.

This collection of 42 art quilts was created by artists from 6 different countries
and celebrates the heroes who fought for rights long denied to various groups
of people and the events that drew the attention of news media and the public.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Beautiful Nevada and Northern California
Presented by SAQA Northern California and Nevada
Using a variety of techniques, for old to new, members of SAQA
of No. CA & NV express their view of the world around them.
Inspired by nature, by themes, by people, by poems and songs,
they use fabric and thread as their medium. Never constrained by
the limits of fabric and thread, rather pushing them to say something unique.
This exhibit consist of approximately 30 pieces of various sizes, mostly medium to large. All
pieces are for show only and are original pieces of art.
SAQA is an international non-profit organization dedicated to promoting the art quilt and the
artists who create them. We are an information resource on all things art quilt related for our
members as well as the public. Founded in 1989 by an initial group of 50 artists, SAQA members
now number more than 3400 artists, teachers, collectors, gallery owners, museum curators and
corporate sponsors.
Quilt pictured: "Tahoe Sunset" by Katie Quinn
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Art Quilts by Lauretta Crites
Lauretta is an award-winning quilter and pattern designer. After graduating
from California Institute of the Arts with a degree in Costume Design she
spent several years with Center Theater Group creating elaborate costumes
for major Los Angeles theater productions followed by 10 years with the Los
Angeles Opera as the Assistant Costume Director traveling and working on
exquisite productions in some of the most celebrated theaters in the world.
Burnt out on late nights and long theater hours she left the Opera and began to
let her new-found passion for quilting take over her life, home, and studio. Her love of textiles and
costume merged into art quilting where she frequently gets to “costume” the characters in her
quilts playing once again with silks and satins along with the quilting cottons.
Her quilts have appeared in Quilters Newsletter Magazine, IQA Journal, Quilting Arts and have
won awards at IQA Houston Festival, Road to California, P.I.Q.F and more. When not in her
studio she's traveling the country speaking and teaching quilting and surface design or at Quilt
Shows as one half of "A Couple of Old Broads" selling her original quilting and sewing patterns.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Through the Years with Gina Perkes-Tidwell
This collection of quilts represents my 20-year quilt journey to this point.
The quilts displayed, are an evolution of competition quilts. With each quilt,
I strove to improve my skills, express myself creatively, and grow as both an
artist and a person.
They are all original designs made mainly by machine, with some hand appliqué. The quilting was all done using a non-stitch regulated longarm machine.
I hope that you enjoy viewing them as much as I enjoyed creating them.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fabric-Chicks Quilts for Wounded Warriors & Veterans
A display of quilts made for the Wounded Warriors & Veterans sponsored
by Fabric-Chicks and host the Patchwork from Nevada Quilters- which is
an amazing group of women who have volunteered for over 10 years. Over
100 quilts were donated in 2018!!
The mission of the Quilts for Soldiers is to cover ALL war wounded and
injured service members and veterans touched by War with comforting and
healing Quilts. Whether injuries are physical or psychological Quilts for
Soldiers offers comfort and support.
* If you are interested in participating in this program, please contact Fabric-Chicks at beth@fabric-chicks.com
and we will provide you with a kit, or you can create and donate your quilt.
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Quilts by Judi Madsen
Judi's quilting journey started in 2002 when she made her first baby quilt using a
simple strip piece method, she loved piecing so much that she made of 15 variations of the same pattern. After that, she became hooked to the quilting process.
In 2004, Judi's mom, Gayla and her decided to start a longarm business and
bought an A1 Elite Longarm. There were no dealers in their area at the time, so
they had to set up the machine and learn how to use it without any help. This
provided Judi the opportunity to learn "free-motion" quilting because she had
no idea how to quilt a pantograph.

In 2008, after a few years of peddling Judi's patterns to quilt shops and learning how to quilt - Judi
and her husband Clint decided to take her hobby and make it their full-time business. The result of
that is www.greenfairyquilts.com.
Judi always wanted to be considered a quilt pattern designer, but her talent in longarm quilting grew
into her own very unique design style. She has published two books with AQS publishing, Quilting
Wide Open Spaces, 2013 and Secondary Quilting Designs with Judi Madsen, 2016 which include
her own quilt designs coupled with her quilting designs. These books provide the best of both
worlds - piecing and quilting. Her design style and love of quilting have provided the opportunity
to teach students from as far away as Australia, Canada, Norway and in the USA. She was
named Teacher of the Year in 2016 at MQX, NH. A wonderful honor, since the students pick the
winner. In 2017 Judi created her own online presence at judimadsen.com. Judi has continued to
refine her quilting style and loves sharing quilting with others.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Heat vs Ice/Cold/Frozen

Presented by Quilts on the Wall Fiber Artists
HEAT:
Are you getting hotter?
Feel the sweat on your brow?
Getting thirsty?
Need some ice?
It’s not a hot flash…
It’s Quilts on the Wall’s Challenge: HEAT
Images, warm color pallet bring the artists’ HOT-HOT inspirations to life.
COLD/FROZEN/ICE COLD:
Think hot chocolate in front of a fire warming your chilly nose.
Frost on the window pane.
The sparkle of snowflakes and shimmering ice crystals on a waterfall.
Snow on the mountaintop and chickadees wintering in the trees.
You’re getting colder, colder, colder.

Quilt titles: The Promise In A Desert Sunrise by Sharon Jaeger & Blue Ice by Vickie Bohnhoff
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Lifetime guarantee: I will repair and/or replace
anything that happens to your thimble forever.
(I can’t fix lost. Don’t lose your thimble.)
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Bauble & Bling Folded Ribbon Ornament
Deborah Miller of PlumEasy Patterns
Learn how to make an all new folded
ribbon ornament. It is gorgeous and
charming and will WOW friends and
family. Discover our new way to fold
ribbon that is FUN, beautiful & easy.
Level: Confident Beginner. Please
sign-up at the booth-30 min. seating.
Kit includes ribbon, backing, filling and a small charm.
Material Fee: $10.00
BOOTH # 307
Assorted Flavors Tea Towel
Sew Wonderful Dreams
Come make a tea towel with the most
adorable designs. Choose between
designer fabrics and pair it with the
tea towel of your choice. Learn appliqué and make someone special a gift
at the same time!
Material fee: $5.00 includes tea towel and appliqué.
Other appliqués available also.
BOOTH # 500
Appliqué using Freezer Paper
G & P Trading
Learn how to use Freezer paper in your appliqué
projects, how to cut out the overall shape and mark the
details. Supplies enough to make a coaster.
Material Fee: $3.00
BOOTH # B

Making Faces
elinor peace bailey
Spend time with elinor learning her
tips & tricks painting faces on fabric.
Material fee: $12.00 BOOTH #108
Fast 'n' Fun Fabric Coloring
A Couple of Old Broads
This technique is unlimited! Add
spark to your projects with color.
Learn fun fabric coloring, painting,
and marking techniques while making
a Christmas ornament, name badge
or fabric postcard.
Material fee: $3 - $7 BOOTH # 403
Wool Needle Scissor Holder
Quilts in the Attic
Join us and make a cut wool needle holder.
Material Fee: $5.00 BOOTH # 411
Come Dine with Us
Windy Moon Quilts
You will make a quick and easy place
mat using the AccuQuilt Go! for an
appliqué design.
Material Fee: $5.00
BOOTH # 714
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Grand Prize
Classroom Longarm Quilting Machines
Attendee Tote Bags
PFAFF™ Passport 3.0 Sewing Machine
Classroom Gammill Quilting Machine

Classroom Batting
Student VIP Gift Bags

Classroom Travel Ironing Pads
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EXHIBITOR
A Charming Affair

BOOTH LOCATION

EXHIBITOR

BOOTH LOCATION

611,700

Merrill-Lee Designs

304, 305

A Couple of Old Broads

401, 402, 403

Notions You Need

612, 613

A-1 Vacuum and Sewing

519, 520, 608, 609

Pauline's Quilters World

606, 607

PlumEasy Patterns

306, 307

Aloha Quilt Shop
American Sewing Guild

706, 707
308

Private Source Quilting

616, 617, 618

Bee Unique Designs

D

Purse Making Supplies

604, 605

Blue Petunia Quilts

318, 407

Classy American Design Walls
Copper Mountain Quilting
Crazy Quilt Gals

804
505, 506, 507
800

Quilter's Cove

419, 420, 508, 509

Quilts in the Attic

411, 412, 413, 414

Rita's Racques
Rochelle's Fine Fabric & Quilting

805
811, 812, 813

D's Quilting Designs

105, 106, 107

Studio Art Quilt Associates (SAQA)

204

Dutch Quilter

300, 301, 302

Sew Kind of Wonderful

311

EasyFab Design Studio

309

Sew So Shop

Eclipse Quilting

807

Sew Wonderful Dreams

elinor peace bailey

108, 109

Fabric-Chicks

E, F

Farrell's Country Stitchin

400

Foothills Quilter's Guild

408

G & P Trading
Global Marketplace
going batty!

B
803
A

Sew Yeah Quilting
Sew-Ergo Advantage

100, 101, 102, 103, 104

500, 501
716, 717, 718
310

SewLITE

802
511, 512, 513, 514, 600,
Sierra Sewing, Quilting, & Vacuums 601, 602, 603, 415, 504
Superior Threads
Terri Sue's Toffee & Treats

416, 417, 418
315

Handy Caddy

818

The Quilt House, Inc.

Happy Doll

814

Thimbles for You

705

Hawaiian Moon

614

Truckee Meadows Quilters

99

iLiving USA

303

Twisted Scissor

Judi Madsen

715

Uniquely Crafts, LLC

Kathy Quilts / Block RockiT

313, 314

Windy Moon Quilts

Loralie Designs

711

Winline Textile Products

Lu La Roe Dona Haun Clothing

316

Workman Farms

Martelli Enterprises

502, 503

MeasureMatic, Inc.

815

Wounded Warriors and Veterans
Zarifa USA

701, 702, 703

404, 405, 406
816, 817
712, 713, 714
C
515, 516, 517, 518
G
615, 704
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